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Word is Microsoft has released Windows 8.1 to manufacturing. ... I talked to another contact of mine who said the internal
RTM e-mail made the .... Windows 8 has been released to manufacturing (RTM), the final milestone prior to Microsoft
releasing the code to its OEM partners. RTM marks .... The important dates are August 15th for MSDN/TechNet customers,
and October ... that Windows 8 has been released to manufacturing (RTM) – marking the .... Microsoft announced today that
Windows 8 has been released to manufacturing. The RTM milestone indicates that Windows 8 is in a state .... Microsoft has
announced that Windows 8 development is now complete. The final Release to Manufacturing (RTM) code will now be
delivered .... Microsoft says it has started sending the code for Windows 8.1 to its ... Windows 8.1 released to manufacturing,
but RTM ain't what it used to be ... Microsoft is expected to continue to make fixes, which will be provided as .... Microsoft has
announced that Windows 8 has been Released to Manufacturing (RTM). With this, industry partners are readying products in
time for the Windows .... Word on the street is that Windows 8.1 has been released to manufacturing (RTM). The report comes
from Mary Jo Foley and Paul Thurrott.. Windows 8 is almost here. A couple of days ago, Microsoft announced that it was
released to manufacturers, which means that they are on track for it to be fully .... Windows 8.1 is an operating system that was
produced by Microsoft and released as part of the Windows NT family of operating systems. It was released to manufacturing
on August 27, 2013, and reached general ... A post-RTM build of Windows 8, build 9364, was leaked in March 2013. The build,
which was believed to be .... UPDATE: Microsoft just announced that Windows 8 RTM build has been compiled which means
Windows 8 has been released to manufacturing. Thanks .... Windows 8.1 RTM has been released to MSDN and TechNet
subscribers and is available for download. ... Known as the Release to Manufacturing (RTM) …. Microsoft has officially
confirmed that Windows 8 has been released to manufacturing and as expected, the final build number is 9200.

RTM. To the everyman, those three letters may not mean much. ... Microsoft confirms Windows 8 has been released to
manufacturing, OEM .... Microsoft has released Windows 8 to the wild. Here are some important dates in the final stretch
before Windows 8 general ... Today, Microsoft signed off on Windows 8 by making the RTM (release to manufacturing)
version available to .... Today, I am excited to announce that Windows 8 has been released to manufacturing (RTM)! This
means we've completed the product .... Windows 8 has been released to manufacturing...let's take a look.... Windows 8 is a
personal computer operating system that was produced by Microsoft as part of the Windows NT family of operating systems.
The operating system was released to manufacturing on August 1, 2012, with ... Microsoft stopped providing support and
updates for Windows 8 RTM on January 12, 2016, and .... UPDATE: Windows 8.1 has been released to manufacturing i.e.
Windows 8.1 final version (RTM) has been compiled. It'll be released to public on October 17th .... Windows 8 has been
released to manufacturing (RTM) !!! In this post > Number of programs that provides various audiences early access to the
Windows 8 RTM.
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